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I wanted to share how impressed we were with 
our food delivery on Saturday. The food was 
delicious (as we have come to expect coming 
from the kitchen) and the driver was prompt and 
couldn’t have been more helpful. Thank you once 
again and please pass on our praise to the chefs 
and your team.
Vanessa Clarke
Our Fort Denison Cellar team were innovative in 
their offerings of Sampler Packs, online wines and 
wines matched with the popular Friday Special 
family meals that so many of us enjoyed from the 
Home Dining menu. 
Our thriving bridge community learned to  
play online via Base Bridge Online; around 100 
Members and their friends are playing several 
times a week. We have heard anecdotally that 
whilst play is underway on one screen, in silence, 
players have open another screen alongside 
though which they can converse via WhatsApp 
chat groups. This evolution has been a great 
boon to connecting Members living in isolation 
and proof again what a vibrant and caring 
community we have. 
The Book Club has also learned to meet online 
via Zoom meetings and regularly attracts 20 
Members to its monthly discussions of novels. 
The Sailing Department, the Cruising Division and 
the Speakers Committee have held online events 
through Zoom Webinars which have been very 
well attended. Members act as hosts, introducing 
their speaker and moderating questions from the 
audience. 
We are all tremendously grateful to our Members 
who have seized the opportunities presented 
during this challenging period and created such 
engaging and entertaining events to cheer our 
Members whilst in lockdown at home. 

The Corona virus pandemic has necessitated  
daily and weekly changes to the Government 
Authorities’ advice resulting in four months of 
constant change in all our lives. Our enthusiasm 
for returning to our favourite sport of sailing and 
delight at entertaining at our beautiful clubhouse 
have been tempered by caution as we recognise 
that too many cases of COVID-19 too close to 
home may force us to close again. 
As we head towards Spring 2020 we would like 
to reflect on the challenges which have been  
so well handled by all involved in our RSYS 
community. The adaptability and commitment of 
the House Committee and of our staff have been 
simply extraordinary this year. Congratulations  
to everyone and thank you to the Members who 
have supported our Club during this period. 
Regrettably the closure of our dining venues 
meant popular activities like themed dinners,  
wine tasting and cooking classes were cancelled. 
Members’ private functions, weddings, business 
meetings and conferences were impossible. 
However the internet became our friend and 
many Club activities moved swiftly into the digital 
arena as Members demonstrated how tech savvy 
and adaptable they are in the circumstances 
On 16 March our kitchens commenced a Home 
Dining menu, principally transacted via our 
website. Meals were available either in frozen 
portions, as heat-at-home packages or ready- 
to-serve dishes. Some Members collected their 
meals from the Club but for those who preferred 
to isolate, we started a home delivery service.  
For this, we re-deployed our committed wait staff 
who had been stood down from their CCA and 
Dining Room duties. During the past four months 
we have sold: 1026 Frozen Meals, 462 Friday/
Weekend specials, 433 Seafood Pies, and 89  
Hot Roasts.
We have received dozens of messages from 
grateful Members, including:
I just want to say how sensational the home 
meals and Friday Specials really are. The delivery 
service and quality of the dishes is always 
consistent and indeed creative, not to mention 
the freshness and quality of ingredients. My wife 
and I are so thankful to all the wonderful staff  
and of course Chef who we know really put their 
hearts into what they do.
Peter Reedman

From the Helm

by Commodore  
David Ward 

Combined Clubs 
Winter Series.  
Photo Karyn Gojnich.
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Cruising Division Webinars
Living Sea Walls
Talking America’s Cup
Stormy Petrel
Costa Concordia
Piloting on Sydney Harbour
Speakers Committee Webinars
Reflections on the Modern ANZAC Experience 
Photographing the Sydney-Hobart
Life of Brine
Investigative journalist
North Sails Discuss sailing trim
Five sessions with Andrew and Alby Pratt
Rules Corner
Six sessions with Howard Elliott 
Theory Thursdays
Six sessions with Karyn Gojnich and Nev Wittey.
These online presentations were recorded and 
published on our website at www.rsys.com.au/
news/videos and also on our YouTube channel  
@ Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron 1862 which 
attracted a far wider audience. 
As the number of virus cases reduced in  
June and some restrictions were lifted by the 
Government Health Authority, our General 
Committee decided to resume some club 
activities. On 2 June we re-opened our dining 
venues, albeit on a modified basis in compliance 
with NSW Health regulations. In the Dining  
Room we reduced the number of patrons from  
a maximum capacity of 150 to 50. On 10 July  
we were thrilled to host the perennial favourite 
Bouillabaisse Dinner for 112 Members and 
guests. In the Careening Cove Anchorage,  
covers were limited to a maximum of 42 inside, 
down from 100+. 
Other casualties of the pandemic regulations 
were the cessation of the traditional Squadron 
Grand Buffets and the CCA Barbecue facility  
and it is unclear if we will be permitted to re- 
instate them. The Cellar has re-opened as  
a dining venue, now for eight rather than 10  
diners and our magnificent Degustation menu 
with matched wines is as popular as ever. 
Business meetings, smaller seminars, family 
celebrations and more intimate weddings  
were re-introduced from 2 June. 
Our Boatyard and Waterfront operations 
remained open and busy throughout the first  

four months of the pandemic. Indeed so many 
Members elected to use the hiatus on racing  
to renovate or repair their boats, that the team 
called for additional hands and hence we 
re-deployed members of staff to bolster the  
yard team. Our sailing Members and Waterfront 
staff are a closely-bonded community as 
evidenced in this touching letter:
Recently a couple of very observant tender 
drivers noticed that my yacht was somewhat 
lower in the water than normal. They contacted 
Ned who arranged for it to be moved to the 
pontoon. Ned came to the Squadron, contacted 
me and pumped out excess water to ensure it 
was dry and safe. This saved the boat and me 
from what might have been a very expensive 
salvage. Ned has been in constant contact with 
me since, offering helpful advice, completing 
numerous activities to dry out the boat and, 
having found the leak, fixing it. As a long term 
Member of the Squadron it is heartening to see 
that there is a community and caring feel every 
time I have the pleasure of coming here or having 
work done. Thank you for keeping that alive in 
such challenging times.
Ian J S Robertson, Wyreepi Too
On the water, the last two races of the Summer 
Series and the PONANT Friday Twilights were 
cancelled as well as the final race of the Sunday 
Twilight series. During this period, Captain  
Karyn Gojnich was quick to create an innovative 
series of online presentations on training, racing 
and theory information delivered by variety of 
presenters which kept up our sailors’ morale and 
sharpened their skills. Please read Members’ 
reports elsewhere in this Logbook.  
It is now early August, and we are experiencing  
a second wave of the virus and storm clouds are 
brewing not far from our Club. We cannot predict 
what the next quarter will hold but we remain 
steadfast in our determination to provide as safe 
an environment as possible for our Members, 
their guests, our employees and contractors, 
based on Health and Government authorities’ 
guidelines. Nevertheless the RSYS team has faith 
in the resilience, adaptability and flexibility of our 
community, and together we will ride out any 
further periods of rough weather while planning 
for a brighter future.
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Top: Rapunzel leading 
the returning fleet off 
Middle Head. Photo 
Isabel Wartho 
‘Socially distanced’ 
Sundowners and BBQ. 
Photo by John Hancox.

Over the June long weekend eight Squadron 
boats took advantage of the COVID-19 rules 
relaxation and enjoyed the calm waters, delightful 
early winter weather and Club camaraderie in 
upper Middle Harbour. 
Our procession went through the Spit Bridge on 
Saturday afternoon heading for Bantry Bay. As 
Bantry was overcrowded, most of us adopted 
Plan B and headed for the Roseville Bridge, 
where we found the anchorage off Echo Point 
almost empty. Rain arrived on Saturday night but 
not before we gathered, with social distancing,  
for yarns and sundowners on the beach. 
Despite the poor forecast, Sunday dawned with 
clear blue skies, and we took a long walk up the 
fire trail through the Garigal National Park, which 
stimulated appetites for a picnic and a little 
barbeque on the lawns of Echo Point Reserve. 
For a change of scenery, and in view of the 
expected southerly change, those boats that  
had not already returned to the main harbour 
relocated to the south arm of Sugarloaf Bay  
for Sunday night. 
Monday presented another clear, sunny day with 
a fresh southerly breeze to enjoy a good beat to 
windward for the sail back to Kirribilli.
Boats which attended were: Allegro (J&J Taylor), 
Magnificat (J&R Hancox), Matang (R&F Hardy), 
Mercier (J&G Merrington), Rapunzel (R&S 
Lawson), Sweet Chariot (D&J Henry), Twilight  
(S Thorpe), Windflyt (D&C Sturrock).

‘Escape from Lock-
down’ mini-cruise

by David Henry, Cruising 
Division Captain



was the fundamental difference between his 
photography and that of sports photographers 
who tend to use a longer lens and concentrate  
on close up action. ‘I prefer not to get too close, 
as I am always trying to create an overall effect 
which is a record of the moment, this can easily 
be lost in a fraction of time,’ said Richard. 
In 1978, with the assistance of his pilot Mick 
Tanner who held a licence for low level flying, 
Richard began taking his images from a lower 
altitude. This enabled him to start incorporating 
the sky, the boat’s wake, coastline and the 
indicative weather into his compositions. During 
the ‘70s and ‘80s all of Richard’s images were 
produced by flying out of his base in Hobart,  
and he showed us several fascinating shots of 
Margaret Rintoul II, Ragamuffin and Hitchhiker 
with Tasman Island, the Island passage and  
Cape Raoul as magnificent backdrops. 
He then displayed a beautiful image of Pilgrim, 
hard pressed with maximum sail set and all the 
crew either in the cockpit or on the rear deck –  
all wearing greasy wool jumpers (very 1980s). 
What a stark contrast to today where everything 
is black: sails, spars, hull and wet weather gear.
Next, from 1984 came a superb image of  
Shogun running hard in a fresh NE breeze,  
under her distinctive red, yellow and blue 
spinnaker, through a wonderful late afternoon 
column of light, passing through the Tasman 
Island passage. A magnificent composition!
Richard decided to chase storms to capture more 
intense images, and from 1985, Richard and his 
pilot flew to Sydney for all races. This enabled 
them to follow the yachts down the east coast  
of NSW, then to fly out of Merimbula to be able  
to access Bass Strait as required. He displayed 
the famous shot of Starlight Express jumping out 
of a wave whilst hard on the wind with a deep 
reef and No. 4 jib. This image became known 
throughout the sailing world and was used 
extensively by Cascade Beer on their stubbies for 
the following race. It is a tradition that Cascade 
deliver a gift of a couple of slabs to each finishing 
yacht on entering Constitution Dock.
Presenting a powerful image of Ninety Seven  
hard on the wind, Richard recounted the story  
of this 40ft yacht winning the ’93 race by sailing 
west into Bass Straight when a big storm hit, 
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Richard Bennett
Bruce Gould

We were fortunate to have senior RSYS Member 
Bruce Gould, who has been involved and 
competed in Sydney to Hobart races since 1963, 
introduce Richard Bennett OAM. Richard has 
photographed every Hobart race since 1974 and 
has won numerous awards for the quality of his 
work, most notably the 1999 Nikon Award for  
his coverage of the infamous 1998 race and also 
the Golden Tripod Award in 2006.
The 2019 75th Anniversary race was the catalyst 
for his latest book Across Five Decades of 
Photographing the Sydney to Hobart Race which 
is a wonderful collection of his most notable and 
personally loved images. He took us through this 
magnificent tome picture by picture, starting with 
Kialoa and Windward Passage in 1975: two large 
yachts travelling at 23kts, so photogenic with all 
their rag set, including spinnaker, blooper, main, 
mizzen and mizzen staysail (mizzen spinnaker). 
Simply spectacular! Richard’s use of the backlight 
of the late afternoon sun and the shadows on the 
waves added to the action he captured.
This form of photography became the basis of  
his image making as he strove to achieve what  
he termed ‘a pictorial effect and the creation  
of beautiful images.’ As Richard explained, this 

Richard Bennett 
webinar

by Richard Lawson



whilst the larger yachts headed offshore and 
subsequently had difficulty getting back to the 
rhumb line. Ninety Seven was first to Tasman 
Island and caught Richard and his pilot totally  
off guard. 
1994 brought the 50th Anniversary of the Sydney 
to Hobart race with 372 entries and Richard’s 
biggest challenge to date. He had always tried  
to capture every yacht, so he had his 16 year  
old daughter join him as his assistant and they 
spent 56 hours in the air to cover the race using 
six different aircraft. Robert Clifford was the  
first Tasmanian to win the race with Tasmania, 
which he had chartered from New Zealand. 
Richard then moved to another famous photo  
of Fremantle Doctor totally immersed in white 
water whilst fully powered up and beating across 
Storm Bay in a wild SW breeze.
Next came the infamous ’98 Sydney Hobart 
Race. Space does not allow me to recount 
Richard’s story but needless to say, the images 
he displayed were outstanding and very moving. 
Two of the many images which gained worldwide 
attention were of AFR Midnight Rambler, under 
storm jib only, and Bobsled, under storm main 
only, taken in terrible conditions. Both yachts 
were being blown sideways in huge seas of white 
and grey water. Wind speeds recorded were in 
the 90kt range with the maximum wave height 
measured at 146ft. Richard and his daughter 
spent eight hours in the air that day in appalling 
conditions and upon arriving back in Merimbula 
found the aircraft to be fully caked in salt.
The aircraft was seconded by the Australian 
Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) to return to the 
race area as a MAYDAY had been received from 
Stand Aside which had been dismasted. Arriving 
back at the site, Richard displayed an image, 
taken from 1000ft, of an orange flare being 
discharged into the dark grey atmosphere from 
the forlorn yacht; it was a very powerful image.
There was a long pause at the end of this 
segment as Richard and Bruce each reflected  
on that fateful race. 
Moving to the running of the year 2000 Hobart 
Race, we saw an example of a magical moment 
with Wild Thing power-reaching on a ‘golden 
sea’, taken in the very early morning light, with 
Cape Raoul and Tasman Island as the backdrop. 
This is Richard’s favourite place to take his 
‘beautiful pictorial photographic images’ a  
theme that arose frequently during this brilliant 
presentation.
For the 2014 race Richard and his daughter 
moved to photographing from a Bell Ranger 
helicopter, which he says is like flying business 
class for his work. ‘Aircraft are expensive to 

Wild Thing 1990.
charter but that is my work and I need a 
consistently slow moving, steady platform from 
which to operate.’ As he stated, ‘My aim is 
always to produce a pictorial photograph, which 
results in a fine paper print, produced with the 
best papers and ink that are available. In this  
way a quality print will last forever and become 
part of some yachtsman’s personal history.’
For the technically-minded I tried to jot down  
an outline of Richard’s process. He primarily  
uses a 70 to 200mm lens, fitted to a Canon 50 
megapixel camera which holds two SD cards. 
Each image is duplicated on these cards; one 
card goes to his lab for processing images which 
are then displayed at his stand at Constitution 
Dock the next day. The other card is downloaded 
to a hard drive and a file created, photoshopped, 
adjustments made, image cropped, B&W 
negative made, blurred, then overlaid with the 
colour image, then adjusting the colour to a ‘real’ 
look, sharpened as required, printed onto the 
appropriate paper that suits the image and 
copied on to a 100% cotton rag backing paper.
This was a most interesting, enjoyable and 
moving presentation. Richard is obviously a 
dedicated person who loves what he does and 
derives great joy from creating these beautiful 
pictorial photographs. Our world is a richer place 
thanks to people like Richard Bennett and his 
craft, and we are grateful for his time with us.
If you missed the webinar, you can watch the 
recording on our website at  
www.rsys.com.au/news/videos. 
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Building Sweet Chariot II - 
a Swanson Saga 

by Jill Henry
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Little rogues and  
resin at the Swanson 
factory.

It is 1975. After 400 back-breaking man/woman 
hours hand-laying kilometres of chopped strand 
fibreglass mat and rolling in mega-litres of resin, 
my husband David and I stood in awe as we 
gazed upon the gleaming golden fibreglass hull 
emerging from the mould. This was the birth of 
Sweet Chariot II, a Swanson 32 designed by  
Ron Swanson and built in the Swanson shed at 
Wyong and then in our yard at Roseville. Some 
44 years later, she now swings on a mooring off 
Botany Bay Yacht Club in Sans Souci, not quite 
as perky as she was in the late ‘70s but looking 
decidedly better than her builders.
During the 1970s the Swanson brothers opened 
their shed in Wyong and introduced the scheme 
whereby amateur boat builders could hire the 
moulds and factory space to build their own – 
with advice freely given. How to succeed in 
boatbuilding without really crying? Sign on with 
the Swansons! 

So everything augured well for the building of 
Sweet Chariot II: youth on our side, David the 
clever engineer, Jill the coin conserving economist, 
and our two little boys eager for more adventures 
having started their sailing ‘in utero’ on Sweet 
Chariot I, an Endeavour 24. 
Ron, Jim and Ken Swanson were one of 
Australia’s most renowned and successful boat 
designers and builders from the 1950s until their 
retirement in 1985. The Swanson brothers 
emerged from the ‘50s as ‘yachties who could 
not only sail but also design and build boats’. 
Significantly, the Swansons became production 
timber boat builders just as the era of fibreglass 
hulls was beginning in Australia. Their ultimate 
success was not only based on the performance 

and construction of their classic wooden boats 
but also on their ability to adapt to changing 
times, for example the use of fibreglass for boat 
construction and rating rules that affected 
designs.
The Swanson brothers were best known for their 
classic, timber, double ended, full keel yachts. 
Their boats have been described as ‘sea kindly, 
medium to heavy displacement with balanced  
hull designs’. Prior to concentrating on design 
and production under their own name, they built 
many yachts including two Cygnets, several S&S 
designs, two Stellas and two Lion Class Yachts. 
In the early 1960s they moved into ‘the more 
serious stuff‘, in Jim’s words, of designing and 
building their own Swanson brand. The most 
renowned of their racing designs were the 
Carmen class and the one tonner Swanson 36, 
their heyday being the 1960s. David crewed  
on Duet, a Swanson 36 and on Harmony, a 
Swanson 32, both owned by our good friends 
Peter and Carol Hopwood; on Duet in the  
1969 and 1970 Sydney to Hobart races and  
on Harmony in the 1972 Sydney to Brisbane 
race. Harmony went on to win the cyclone 
ravaged Brisbane to Gladstone that year.  
These experiences convinced David that Sweet 
Chariot II should be a Swanson boat, deciding 
the 32 was the sweeter of the two.  
When the Halvorsen brothers’ beautiful yacht 
Freya won three consecutive Sydney to Hobarts 
in 1963, 1964 and 1965, a Swanson designed 
and built yacht finished runner-up: Cavalier in 
1963, Camille in 1964 and Camelot in 1965. 
Skippered by Ron Swanson, the 37ft Camille 
represented Australia in the nation’s first challenge 
for the Admiral’s Cup in 1965, coming 6th in the 
Fastnet race. The Australian team, which also 
included Caprice of Huon and Freya, finished 
second overall in a remarkable effort. 
The breakthrough to victory in the Sydney to 
Hobart came in 1966 when Jim Mason skippered 
Cadence, a Carmen class, to first place. Cadence 
had previously won the 1964 inaugural Sydney  
to Brisbane race. Second place went to Salome, 
a 33ft one tonner skippered by Ron Swanson  
and subsequently owned and restored by actor 
Colin Friels. By this time, the Swanson brothers 
had their own premises at Dee Why with the 
Carmen Class yachts Cavalier and Cadence 
having been the first out of the shed, heralding 



the start of Swanson Bros as builders of 
production timber boats.  
Swanson boats continued to perform in Australian 
races, taking out the first three places and line 
honours in the 1967 Sydney to Brisbane Race. 
The Swanson 36, Mister Christian took first place 
after having won the Brisbane to Gladstone race 
the previous year. In the 1967 Montague Island 
Race, Swanson built yachts took the first five 
places overall with the first fibreglass Swanson 36 
Matika winning line honours, followed by Cadence, 
Moonbird, Cavalier and Calliope. The wooden 
Moonbird was the plug for the fibreglass 36. 
The above success of the Swanson 36, followed 
by Matika coming third in the 1967 Sydney to 
Hobart, coupled with the advent of fibreglass 
boat building, brought a rapid expansion in  
their business which also saw the Swansons 
increasingly putting their efforts into ‘good, 
strong, cruising yachts’, the best known being 
the canoe-sterned Swanson 42, the 38 and  
even the little 28. Well over 100 of these fine  
craft were built. Ron Swanson also designed the 
popular Arends 33, a shoal draft yacht designed 
specifically for Australian waters. Despite the  
key difference between the racing designs and 
the cruising designs being increased volume  
for accommodation and capacity for carrying 
supplies, they remained sea kindly and well 
balanced with easy to manage rigs.
With the Swanson 36s being produced at a rapid 
rate (the first 10 or so were built by Phil Rudder, 
who was building the Nicholson 32s at the time,) 
Ron set about designing a stable of yachts that 
Jim, Ken and the team put into production: the 
daysailer Swanson Dart 22 of which about 40 
were built; the successful Swanson 27, designed 
for JOG racing and distinctive with its ‘bubble’ 
coach house; and the Swanson 32, of which 
around 25-30 were built, born when a customer 
asked for a smaller timber version of the 36. This 
became the plug for the fibreglass boat, and from 
which Sweet Chariot’s gleaming hull sprang forth. 
After two weeks of meticulous effort laying up her 
hull – not a bubble to be found – we formed and 
glassed in the bulkheads, the stern knee and the 
deck beams, making her ready for the journey 
home to Roseville. We laid up the cockpit and 
eagerly bought a stock coach house from the 
Swansons. As a final gesture, I laid up a 10ft 
dinghy in matching yellow, as a woman would, 
before bidding a fond farewell to the Swansons 
and Wyong after two satisfying and productive 
months.   
Like a chrysalis morphing into a butterfly, the next 
18 months saw the rudimentary hull transformed 
into a beautiful craft that took our family many 
miles including two trips to Lord Howe Island. 
There were many memorable moments during 
her construction; I recall three:  
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What a feeling! Sweet 
Chariot’s hull being 
released from the 
mould. 

The finished Sweet 
Chariot II leaving 
Roseville for launching 
at Mosman Bay.

Finishing the laid deck, Sweet Chariot’s crowning 
glory. Plank by plank, plug by plug (matching  
the grain of course) we covered the laminated 
plywood deck with Queensland beech planks. 
This took 190 man/woman hours but was worth 
every minute.  
Meltdown day. The most memorable and 
entertaining day for all our neighbours, who had 
gathered in force to watch this spectacle, was 
meltdown day: melting the lead for the internal 
ballast in a bathtub with gas burners under it,  
and with the plug outlet poised over the keel 
mould that had been dug in the ground. When 
we released the plug, the molten lead ‘surged’ 
into the mould causing an overflow, thereby 
creating two streams of molten lead coursing 
down the driveway, with neighbours scurrying 
from their path. We chopped up these hardened 
streams the next day and remelted the lead to 
top up the mould. 
Launch Day. Sweet Chariot II was launched in 
Mosman Bay after 2,700 man/woman hours  
over a total period of 20 months, including  
18 months at the bottom of our driveway in 
Roseville. Sweet Chariot was the only thing that 
bloomed beautifully in our garden during those  
18 months from October 1975 to April 1977.  
She absorbed every weekend, every spare hour 
during the week and every non-critical dollar we 
had. We now laugh at our obsessive behaviour.
Modern boats may be lighter and faster than 
those of the Swanson era, but it is doubtful they 
are more sea-kindly, more well-balanced and 
more comfortable. David and I are sure that a  
few will continue to grace the waters of Australia 
and even further afield, for years to come. 
I have referenced and acknowledge the article by 
Peter Campbell in the July 2013 issue of Afloat 
and the interview with the late Jim Swanson by 
David Bray, originally published on BoatPoint.
com.au, as major sources of Swanson history  
for this article.



8 Barranjoey Pin  
Recipient

by Gordon Lavery

Kristen Kosmala 
Barranjoey Pin number 152
Awarded for Olympic Games Athens 2004.
Like so many Olympians, Kristen Kosmala  
has asked herself: “Overall, would I do it again 
knowing the consequences to my career and  
all of those things?” 
The lead-up to that question started when  
the two things she feared most about sailing 
happened within minutes of each other. But  
first, some background: Kristen began sailing in 
Brisbane when she was 10. She wasn’t sure she 
liked the sport and was scared of having to hike 
out and also of capsizing her dinghy. She took 
out a Sabot on a windy day and had no choice 
but to hike if she was going to stay upright – and 
found hiking wasn’t that bad. Then she capsized, 
and to her surprise, that wasn’t so bad either.
Kristen kept her hand in during her teenage  
years but didn’t get into racing. Her competitive 
streak was met by a successful swimming career.  
When family friends opened a sailing school, they 
spotted Kristen’s talent for teaching and asked 
her to do some instructing which continued for 
several years and established skills which played 
an ongoing role in her future career. By 15 or 16 
Kristen knew she was good at swimming but felt 
she could be better at sailing. Her parents bought 
a Flying 11 and she started racing. It was then 
she knew she was hooked on the sport. 
After a three year stint in Sydney as a sailmaker, 
Kristen returned to Brisbane and began 470 
sailing with Vicky Dean as they prepared for  
the 1992 Olympic trials. It was at those trials 
Kristen met Olympians Karyn Gojnich and Nicky 
Bethwaite who she had admired from afar. 
Returning to Sydney, Kristen graduated with a 
Sports Science degree and began working full 
time for the Australian Yachting Federation in  
a training and co-ordinating position, helping 
educate and accredit dinghy instructors and 
coaches.
She hadn’t sailed for three years when in late 
2000, Sydney Olympian Mel Dennison asked 
Kristen to join her as crew on Fiona Herbert’s 
Yngling to campaign for the Nationals. Ynglings 
were to make their Olympic debut in 2004.  
The offer caused a dilemma for Kristen. “I’d had 
enough of sailing, I couldn’t afford an Olympic 
campaign and didn’t have the time to succeed  

at National level. At one point I said to myself  
‘If I never sail again it would be too soon’.“
But deep down there was a nagging attraction 
and she knew she had to step back on to a boat 
to find out what she really wanted to do. Either 
way, she gave a guarantee to her crewmates that 
she would get them through the National titles.
“I got on the boat and it was like being home 
again! We had a really successful season, ending 
it as the world number one ranked team, but for 
whatever reason it didn’t work out and I ended  
up off the boat.”
Soon after, Kristen was asked to join Nicky 
Bethwaite, Karyn Gojnich and Jenni Bonnitcha as 
relief crew, stepping in to their Yngling when one 
of the others had work commitments. They sailed 
the European season in 2002, and with Karyn 
away on family commitments, Kristen became 
regular crew. Jenni eventually left the boat and 
was replaced by Katy Hage (McHugh). The trio 
sailed through the 2003 international season and 
trials with modest success. It was fun but also 
hard work in a pressure-cooker environment. 
Katy left and Karyn rejoined the crew, sailing in 
the final Olympic selection trials which were the 
Worlds in Sydney in early 2004. 
Going into the final day, they were in second 
place overall and leading the Olympic trial. A 
consistent last race kept them ahead of Mel 
Dennison and secured Olympic qualification for 
Athens which still had to be confirmed by the 
AYF. In the overall Worlds, they were second to 
Squadron Member Nev Wittey. It was another 
two or three months on tenterhooks before they 
were told they would be going to Athens. 
“I think watching the Games is way more fun  
than being in it. I remember the pleasure I used  
to get watching Olympic events like diving and 
gymnastics and I thought being at the Games 
would be that feeling multiplied. It was amazing, 
but it wasn’t that experience, and it can’t be. 
You’ve got a job to do against the best in the 
world.”
Their event was among the first Olympic sailing 
events to be televised but it ended in embarrass-
ment. “We came down the run and were moving 
up the pack, rounding the top mark in fifth but  
we caught a gust and we wiped out. It was 
apparently spectacular and I received text 
messages from my sister asking if I was OK!”



With a boat full of water their race was effectively 
over but at the urging of Karyn and Kristen, Nicky 
agreed to continue racing. The other two didn’t 
know how difficult that was for Nicky until they 
got back to the hardstand and sucked 280 litres 
(280kg) of water out of the hull. 
“Nicky was amazing, she was able to sail that 
boat, being half as heavy again, and keep us 
upright. She did that for us. It was a memory  
I hope I never lose sight of. I look at the Games 
and I think our fleet of 16 finished within a few 
minutes of each other from first to last. Racing 
was just so tight and so precise that if you  
missed one little thing, you’d lose that quarter  
or half a boat length.”
It was not a memorable Olympics for the 
Australian sailors. There were no medals and 
Nicky, Karyn and Kristen finished 13th. “I don’t 
know if we didn’t come together in the boat, or 
somewhere along the line everyone else took  
a step that we didn’t”, Kristen says. “I said to 
myself before the Games that no matter the 
result, if I could come in at the end of each day 
knowing that at every point during that race I 
would not have made a different decision, then  
I had to be satisfied with myself. It turned out  
the way it did.
“Looking around us we could see many other 
teams were better resourced than us. The British 
team was classy. They were funded by a national 
lottery and didn’t have to work. They had an 
entire support team to ship and rig their boats 
around the world.” Many Australian sailors, by 
contrast, had to fit their work around sailing to 
survive. For the six months of the year she was  
in Australia, Kristen would work full time if she 
could and money was tight. 
“I remember at one point having to decide 
whether to put fuel in my car to get to training  
or eat instead and walk from Dee Why to training. 
I decided to eat and walked. I don’t think that 
was anything special, but it just shows how it 
was. At that point I gained a whole new level of 
understanding about what was required to win 
the trials.”
Financial support to athletes was a major 
recommendation from the team’s feedback to the 
Olympic Committee after the Athens Games,  
and it was acted upon. There were sailing medals 
again at the next Olympics. “I’m not bitter about  
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it by any stretch but it was clear those are the 
sorts of things that have to happen if you want 
success.”
After Athens, Kristen took up a role with Yachting 
NSW as a coach co-ordinator and development 
officer. Concurrently she was able to be a team 
leader and coach of the national youth team for 
five years, travelling all over the world with the 
team. Australia’s Tokyo Nacra 17 representatives 
Jason Waterhouse and Lisa Darmanin were in the 
squad. “There wasn’t a lot I could teach them, 
but I did help with giving them some of the softer 
skills and discipline skills.”
As her husband’s software development company 
expanded, Kristen became more involved in the 
business and later worked in the adult education 
field, but ill health made it difficult to continue her 
sailing career. “I still needed activity, so I took up 
paddling. I could go down in the morning, get a 
good paddle and endorphin rush and then go to 
work.”
But the sailing connection is inherent. “Even 
though I’m no longer sailing regularly, I still love it. 
Every time I set foot on a boat it’s just like home 
in a very joyful way.”
Kristen has sacrificed a lot for her sport, which 
leads to that question: Would she do it again 
knowing the consequences to her career and 
everything else? 
“I would not change it for anything. It was one  
of the most amazing experiences in my life.”

In the lead up to the 
Athens Olympics  
the team of Nicky 
Bethwaite, Karyn 
Gojnich and Kristen 
Kosmala participated 
in many Yngling 
Regattas and 
Championships at  
the Squadron.



10 DF65 RC Sailing Fleet – 
A year in review

by Richard Franklin

What a strange way to end a season of sailing 
DF65s at the Squadron. Our Summer Series was 
significantly shortened by restrictions imposed as 
COVID-19 became a global issue.
Racing was conducted during the summer 
months on Wednesday evenings from 6pm and 
during the winter months on Sundays from 2pm. 

Last season 31 Club Members owned DF65s  
and most of them registered to sail in what must 
be the most rapidly growing yachting class in  
the world. Also interesting to note, is that RSYS 
Members from every other racing division are 
represented in those registrations: not only the 
One Design classes of Etchells, Dragons and 
Ynglings and all the Mixed Division fleets (Div 1,  
2 and 3) as well.
The Club Championship this year was closely 
fought between Steve Findlay (MHASC) and 
Bruce McArthur (SLMASC) with Steve prevailing 
by a couple of points. The class stalwart, Phil 
Burgess, was third. Club Members Kel Burgess 
and I were just out of the podium finishers.  
In the Pointscore races for the season, Michael 
Bellingham and I were both well placed. With  
the quality of the fleet now, it’s hard to get on the 
podium – also, Steve Findlay won the NSW State 
Championship recently held at Kogarah Bay.
The start of the season welcomed a number  
of new Members to the Fleet, with Michael 
Bellingham quickly rising up through the rankings 
to lead the current Pointscore. Chris Stevens, Ian 
Woodford, Kars Meyboom and Rob Drury have 
all signed up for the season. And of course the 
Fleet stalwarts are all back again for the start of 
this season.
In March we were disappointed that our Youth 
sailors participating in the SailGP Youth program 
were not able to compete in the Pond as part of 
the SailGP event – cancelled as a result of the 
weather and logistical considerations. Our next 
goal is to get the Ladies of the Sea and also  
our Juniors and Nippers on the starting line for  
an event. We have access to 10 identical boats  
to get this organised as soon as COVID-19 
restrictions ease.
Any Member can borrow the Club boat and try 
their hand. The most important skill you’ll need  
to bring to the Pond is some basic sailing talent.  
I guarantee that racing DF65s will sharpen up 
your boat handling, trim and time/distance 
management and also tactics and strategy to 
plan a course and then execute it. And you  
will need to know the RRS (or learn them very 
quickly). The photos left highlight a sequence 
during a start (five seconds before the start, five 
second after the start, and 10 seconds after that) 
with Club Member Tony Pfeiffer leading the field 
– it’s not a place for the faint-hearted!
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Last September my wife Rene and I travelled  
to Cork, Ireland, to attend the 12th Inter-  
national Council of Yacht Clubs (ICOYC) ‘World 
Commodores’ Forum’, hosted by the Royal  
Cork Yacht Club (RCYC). The Forum also 
coincided with the launch of RCYC’s Tricentenary 
celebrations being held throughout 2020 – an 
amazing accomplishment. I encourage Squadron 
Members to visit their website at www.royalcork.
com to read the fascinating history of what is 
arguably the oldest yacht club in the world. 
The Forum is held every second year, and  
the theme this year was ‘Sustainability’, the  
buzz word du jour. Sustainability covers many 
topics including the environment and it also 
encompasses the future of clubs, membership 
issues, fleet numbers… the list goes on. As you 
could imagine, there were many presentations 
but a standout for me was Dan Reading, World 
Sailing’s Head of Sustainability, who spoke to this 
topic. He covered many items and suggested 
that clubs should consider small changes at  
first, such as removing plastic straws, providing 
drinking stations to refill drink bottles, using 
recyclable bags, and in the future look at using 
battery outboards for RIBS wherever possible.
The ICOYC’s mission statement reads: ’The 
Council’s mission is to foster closer relations  
at Flag Officer and General Management level 
between leading yacht clubs around the world in 
order to improve the quality of the yachting and 
other services they provide to their members. The 
Council shall also promote a proper awareness  
of the environment and responsibility towards it.’ 
Since its formation in 2003, the Squadron  
has always had representation on the ICOYC 

ICOYC  
Cork Forum

by Richard Chapman

Committee. I have certainly found our Club’s 
membership in the Council invaluable. Many 
yacht clubs around the world are dealing with 
similar concerns as we are, and being able to 
contact our peers to discuss how they may  
deal with a particular issue has been very help- 
ful. Squadron Members also benefit from our 
involvement: all ICOYC member clubs are only 

too happy to welcome visiting members to their 
respective clubs. I am sure you have read with 
interest in this Logbook about Squadron Mem-
bers participating in ICOYC club cruises, visiting 
great locations and making many new friends.
I recommend you take a few moments to visit the 
ICOYC website at www.icoyc.org to familiarise 
yourself with the 40 plus member clubs, their 
locations, current news and future cruise 
information.

Commodores’ Forum 
participants.

Far left: Richard and 
Rene Chapman
Left: official 
proceedings.
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The senior German naval officer lent in close  
with his ocean blue eyes and said, “We will give 
you something the Allies have wanted for a very 
long time...” I had come to Berlin on a mission  
to source the German contribution to The King’s 
Cup: eight nations contributing material of 
national significance to be melded together  
into the new cup approved by Her Majesty The 
Queen. “We will give you part of our battleship 
Bismarck” he concluded. 
I returned the next morning to finalise arrange-
ments for a mixed German military King’s Cup 
crew to race at the centenary of the Royal Henley 
Peace Regatta. The uniforms around the table 
were grim faced: “Ja, so like the British, Chris, we 
have failed to find the Bismarck.” Spring in Berlin 
is false advertising but I had found something 
more precious, a pure gold German sense of 
humour. 
The Bundeswehr were very serious about their 
preparation for a race in which they had not 
featured in 1919. Now allies, they were one of the 
two ‘new’ nations in 2019 and like others, not 
alone in drafting former Olympic oarsmen and 
talented female oarswomen. Nations with military 
crew programmes were quick to appreciate that 
honouring the past and showcasing their fittest 
and finest in front of 100,000 spectators and TV 
cameras at Henley Royal Regatta was an 
opportunity not to be missed. 
As victors in 1919 and with the immediate 
support of the now Governor-General of Australia, 
His Excellency General the Honourable David 
Hurley AC DSC (Ret’d) and Australian Defence 
Force Chief of Defence Angus Campbell AO, 
DSC, the Australian crew were equally serious. 
An Australian oarsman had been the first across 
the finishing line in 1919 and as it happened, an 
Australian oarswoman would be first across the 
finishing line on day one of the 2019 race..
Getting ‘top cover’ permission from other  
nations took more persuasion, and so I began  
a cumulative journey of five months away from 
home over three years. ‘Honouring the past’, 
‘Showcasing our fittest and finest’, ‘Former foes 
now firm Allies’ were powerful arguments but 
there was one innovation without which there 
would have been no race: “If we expect women 
to serve on the front line, then why not in the 

same boat in their spare time?” Showcasing 
women’s contribution to the modern military was 
the ultimate motivator for every Chief of Defence. 
For Henley Royal Regatta mixed crews would 
also be a first. 
Sadly, it wasn’t sufficient to persuade any of 
Australia’s significant defence industry to financially 
support my quest or any of the national crews. 
Faced with a blank wall and some scepticism 
within the sport itself, there were times when the 
prospect of completion seemed less certain and 
the costs involved frightening.  
Arriving first at Henley-on-Thames in 2019 were 
the Kiwis, a great looking crew including the 
heaviest man in the entire Regatta at 115kg. In 
1919 the Netherlands were neutral but their 2019 
crew had the greatest heart, whilst the Canadians 
from the Royal Military College, had forged a crew 
including complete novices. I had spent three 
weeks in Ottawa securing permission for them  
to race!
The American crew represented their combined 
Armed Forces but were drawn from the mid-
shipmen of the US Naval Academy in Annapolis. 
It had been a US Army crew who had raced in 
1919 so as far as the crew were concerned it 
was business as usual – Navy having to finish off 
what Army had started. A phrase oft repeated 
when I subsequently spoke at the US Naval 
Academy annual dinner in March.
The French crew from the École Polytechnique 
were immaculately stylish at all times, fiercely 
competitive and brought something very special 
to an empty sponsorship account. “You must tell 

The King’s Cup,  
Part 2 

by Chris Hartley

Continued from 
Logbook volume 63 
issue 2
Right: For the first time 
an ADF mixed crew 
raced at Henley Royal 
Regatta. They ‘warmed 
up’ at Marlow Regatta, 
est. 1865 and now held 
on the 2012 Olympic 
regatta site. The ADF 
mixed crew won the 
Club VIIIs against all-
male opposition.



no one Christophé, but we are very, very close, 
we ‘ave a sponsor for you.” I was obviously 
delighted to eventually hear that the French 
perfume house Chanel were to give every woman 
in the competition a bottle of their exquisite scent.
As the crews prepared for their first race, there 
was a shared determination to remember the 
sacrifices made on all sides during the Great War, 
and I hatched a plan for the crews to spell out the 
word PEACE on the lawns of the Regatta during 
a two minute bugle-led silence. It would be  
visible from above via drone and the crews would 
participate in full uniform. That word had featured 
on the 1919 Regatta programme, which had  
now been painstakingly redrawn, and with kind 
permission of the Stewards of Henley Royal 
Regatta, featured again in 2019. 
Then came the phone call from within the bowels 
of the Ministry of Defence. “What exactly are  
you proposing Chris?” “Not appropriate.” “What 
do you mean if there are only seven nations 
participating that is fine”. A truce was called 
before the skirmish became confrontational,  
and the conversation was resumed the following 
day with my opening salvo “If the MOD doesn’t 
like PEACE how about us spelling out the word 
WAR?” This was followed by a minor explosion 
on the end of the line, and a compromise on  
100 swiftly agreed and subsequently executed.
I watched with some trepidation but when racing 
commenced at Henley it became clear that 
months of training had delivered crews of a very 
high standard. The Americans delivered against 
the partially novice yet spirited Canadians, the 

ADF took care of a gutsy Netherlands crew, and 
the Germans were gracious as they outraced 
New Zealand. 
The first day of racing saw the French crew take 
on the highly favoured Brits.The MOD brought 
back personnel from Afghanistan, others had 
been training on ergometers beside torpedo 
tubes in nuclear submarines. This was a very  
blue British boat up against ‘Les Bleus’. And the 
British crew were devastated when, through a 
wall of sound, the French crossed the line first. 
Nelson would have winced.
The second day of racing saw the midshipmen  
of Annapolis stop the French in their tracks  
but the highlight was the ADF race against the 
Bundeswehr. The German crew prevailed but with 
the weight of history, the ADF crew left nothing 
behind and gave it their all. And it showed in the 
German boat too, never have I seen Olympic 
oarsmen having to be physically helped out of  
a boat after a race. 
On the day of the final, the guardsmen of the 
Britain’s oldest regiment, the 1st Battalion 
Coldstream Guards, escorted the Cup into  
the Stewards’ Enclosure. As tradition and 
remembrance is passed from generation to 
generation, so the Cup was passed to the  
next generation to keep the story of the Royal 
Henley Peace Regatta and The King’s Cup alive. 
Only the observant would have noticed that the 
colours of the recipient’s blazer are rather well 
known on the rugby fields of the North Shore. 
The prime slot on Finals Day at Henley Royal 
Regatta is 3.00pm, ideally placed for racing  
after lunch and before tea. For the first time,  
The Grand Challenge Cup race was moved  
from that slot to accommodate The King’s Cup: 
Bundeswehr vs United States Armed Forces.  
It is a race that has subsequently been watched 
more than 50,000 times. I felt it to have been  
well worth the wait since that first announcement 
in the Squadron’s Dining Room. 
In a boat named Overlord, in honour of the 
combined operation to free Europe in 1945, the 
‘Middies’ of the United States Naval Academy 
pulled ahead of the Bundeswehr crew as the 
boats raced past the enclosures. As I sat in the 
Umpires’ launch, the Bundeswehr Vice Chief of 
Staff Admiral Rüle observed to the US Navy Flag 
Officer Vice Admiral Piercey: “One hundred years 
ago our men would have been intent on killing 
each other, and here they are, comrades and 
friends, men and women, giving their all in a race 
between firm allies.”
The Bundeswehr v US Armed Forces race  
for the King’s Cup, Henley 2019 Finals may  
be viewed on youTube..
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Top: 100,000 
spectators lined the 
banks at Henley 
Royal Regatta to 
watch the finals. 
Above: Through an 
honour guard of 
military oarsmen,  
the 1st Battalion 
Coldstream Guards 
escorted The  
King’s Cup into the 
Enclosures. They  
had raced in 1919.



From Classic to Modern Elegance

“THERE IS NOTHING – ABSOLUTELY NOTHING, HALF SO 
MUCH WORTH DOING AS SIMPLY MESSING ABOUT IN 
BOATS” – KENNETH GRAHAME
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Built by McConaghy’s, 
Shearwater is a 
unique custom Frers 
57 cruiser-racer with 
twin rudders, lifting 
keel and hybrid 
power. Photo Andrea 
Francolini.

The dinghy Micromais 
(Micro meaning small 
or young) is a 1948 Cliff 
Gale design built by 
Stephen Gale circa 
2009
Yeromais V an original 
1930 design by Cliff 
Gale. A centreboard 
sloop built by his 
grandson Stephen  
in 1985 out of cold 
moulded Western  
Red Cedar. 



Vittoria by Alan Reece
Vittoria is a Sparkman and Stephens designed 
Ocean Racer, commissioned by Lou Abrahams  
in 1970 for Minimum IOR rating. The yacht was 
built by Quilkey Brothers at Taren Point NSW.
Built in timber – cold moulded construction, cross- 
cut four planked American Oregon – with a final 
layer of Dynel sheathing, teak topsides and deck. 
Vittoria was one of the last timber ocean racers 
built in Australia. Vittoria is a classic S&S design 
for that time – being smaller than other noted 
ocean racers, Ragamuffin, Salacia II, Love & War. 
Vittoria contested nine consecutive Sydney to 
Hobart races with Lou Abrahams as skipper, from 
1970 to 1978. Her best finish was her maiden 
race in 1970 – 5th Outright and 7th on Handicap. 
Whilst returning from the first Sydney to Suva 
race, she was rammed by a sperm whale, 
damaging the rudder.
Vittoria is now 50 years old, she was refurbished 
in 2010, the saloon layout was altered and fitted 
with electric/hydraulic main winches.
Vittoria was entered in Hobart’s Wooden Boat 
Show in 2017 and 2019 and will sail down to  
the 2021 event.

Top: Vittoria on 
Pittwater. Photo Allen 
Storman
The launching of 
Vittoria at Taren Point 
in 1970.

Yeromais by John Diacopoulos
Yeromais V commissioned by John Diacopoulos 
is a beautiful 21 foot black painted, gaff rigged 
hull and has been sailed in many gaff rigged 
sailing regattas, including the 32kt breeze that 
blew in the 1988 Gaffers Day on Port Jackson. 
John’s inspiration for Yeromais V came about 
from a visit to the Greek Islands with his father 
when he was just 12 years old. There he met his 
grandfather who was a lighthouse keeper and 
fisherman on the island and every Spring he 
would prepare his boat for Summer and over  
time he and his family became known as the 
family of Mais (May). By the time he met him (at 
age 89) he was known as Yeromais (Yero means 
old), and I was introduced around the village as 
the grandson of Yeromais.

Shearwater
The design brief was to build an elegant and fast 
cruising yacht designed so that Guido Belgiorno-
Nettis and his wife Michelle could readily cruise 
together, while also being suitable for local twilight 
racing on Sydney Harbour.
Guido commissioned Mani Frers, of the famed 
Frers yacht design dynasty, to create his yacht. 
“We liked each other immediately,” said Mani, 
adding: “I already had been thinking about 
designing this sort of boat.”
“We both had a ball,” Guido says on their creative 
meeting of minds. “We spent three hours every 
week for three months on Skype. Mani also came 
and sailed on my old boat Satori to get a feel for 
how we use it.”
(References: McConaghy’s and Sailing World)
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Vessels from the Squadron Yacht Register will 
become a feature in future Logbooks.
Compiled by Chris Harper Chairman, Logbook 
Committee.



Even so, it was a big day and we grew stronger 
as a team. We were disappointed that the 
Australians didn’t win a single race and also that 
they didn’t come over to give us a ride on the 
F50, but that was soon forgotten when Australia’s 
own Nathan Outteridge offered to give us a look 
at the Japan team’s boat. 
On Saturday morning we caught the ferry to 
Cockatoo Island for VIP ‘top secret’ access to the 
boats and we hoped to meet some of the teams. 
The tour included looking at the wind forecast, 
examining the wings on the boats and talking 
about the teams. The highlights for me were 
inspecting the internal parts of the wings, the 
boat’s mechanics and the numerous tiny controls 
that the flight controller manipulates to get the 
boat out of the water. We also looked at how 
sharp the foils are and were informed about the 
limits and rules the teams have to abide by. 
We watched the British and the Australian boats 
being hauled into the water by crane, then 
received a briefing from Nathan Outteridge and 
had our hats signed by both Nathan and Leo 
Takahashi, after which we headed back to 
Woollahra.
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The SailGP ‘Inspire’ Programme 
by Harriet McLachlan
SailGP was held on Sydney Harbour on 28  
and 29 February 2020. It was a huge event and  
super exciting, especially for fellow Club Member 
Benedict McKay and myself, as well as 14 other 
sailors from clubs all around Sydney, chosen for 
the SailGP ‘Inspire’ programme, to represent our 
sailing clubs. 
It was a full three days of sailing plus an afternoon, 
running from Wednesday afternoon to Saturday.  
It involved sailing in a crew of two (skipper at the 
helm and crew on trapeze) in the RS Cat 15s, 
racing near Shark Island. This was followed by 
VIP access to Cockatoo Island looking at the 
mechanics of the F50s and meeting some of the 
sailors. None of us had sailed the RS Cat 15s 
before. Benedict and I had never sailed together 
– only against each other in our Optis!
The event started with introductions to the event 
managers, coaches and sailors. We then decided 
who was skippering and crewing and we found 
our boats. To finish off the afternoon we had a 
sneak peek at the ‘mark bots’ which are remote 
controlled marks. 
The next day, Thursday, we met at 0900hrs at 
Woollahra and commenced rigging. We sorted 
out boats, harnesses and spinnakers. We also 
had a photo competition to see who could get 
the best picture for our sponsors. Then we 
headed out for a sail, tested our spinnakers and 
went out on the trapeze for the first time. After 
lunch we were looking forward to the full practice 
for the helicopters. The practice race was fun  
and afterwards we watched the F50s. We were 
disappointed that the Aussies lost all their practice 
races. Nevertheless, we looked forward eagerly 
to the next day when we hoped to hitch a ride 
with the Australians and have a full day of racing.
Friday was the first race day. The wind was brisk, 
and we were beginning to trust each other and 
get to know the other crews. We were over-
whelmed at the crowds of boats all jostling to  
get a front-row view of the fastest boats in the 
world doing their stuff. After waiting in the wind 
shadows, the wind started to pick up again and 
became pretty fresh. We started our racing.  
The first race didn’t go well – I fell off the trapeze 
and Benedict had to pull me up, and then our 
spinnaker didn’t want to get back into its bag. 

RSYS Youth SailGP 
team Benedict McKay 
and Harriet McLachlan.

Youth News



We returned in time for some practice racing  
(I fell out of the boat again, and the spinnaker  
was continually troublesome) and we came  
back in for lunch. Before the last race, three 
boats were all tied for first place! After the last 
race, we fastened the boats to the moorings  
and went to the presentation. MHYC won (with 
an RSYS sailor on board though!) with Manly a 
close second and RPAYC third. After watching 
the British accept their medals and pop the 
champagne, we headed back to the club for the 
last time to de-rig and pack away the boats, say 
goodbye and eat pizza. It was sad that it was all 
over, but we all knew that this wouldn’t be the  
last time we would face each other on a course.
I would like to thank the RSYS Sailing Committee 
and our Sailing Office for giving Benedict and 
myself this opportunity. We are so grateful! I will 
always remember hearing those F50s sailing  
and racing around us, with our ‘front row seats’, 
and meeting the crews as well was an amazing 
experience. I hope that one day a girl will skipper 
Australia’s F50!

Virtual Regatta Racing  
by Jack Ferguson
During the Corona virus lockdown, many people 
worldwide resorted to virtual sailing to get their 
sailing fix. While many took weeks or even months 
to get to grips with the basics (for example my 
dad), I was enjoying the huge growth that games 
like Virtual Regatta Inshore was experiencing 
during this time. 
I began playing sailing games in early 2016, as 
many of my friends in the Optimist class were 
playing SailX. We continued racing each other via 
Skype calls until early 2018 when the site went 
down for good. It was at this point I downloaded 

VR Inshore. The game was relatively easy to 
understand due to my experience from both SailX 
and actual sailing. One of the most enjoyable 
aspects of VR Inshore is when I go overseas to 
compete in regattas, and there are always groups 
of people playing VR Inshore while off the water. 
My first experience of this was while attending  
the 2018 420 World Championship in Newport, 
Rhode Island. Members from the Australian,  
New Zealand, Canadian and other teams were  
all running eSailing races while waiting for wind.
In 2018 I qualified for the eSailing World Champion-
ship in Sarasota, Florida. However, being a 
16-year-old school student with exams, I was 
unable to attend the all-expenses paid trip to 
Sarasota. The following year I gave it another  
shot but narrowly missed out qualifying. 
Since I started playing, the game has improved 
dramatically. The addition of the eSailGP and the 
continued growth in player numbers has made 
the game even more competitive, especially  
while we were unable to go ‘real’ sailing. Over  
the last few months, I have competed in the 
eWaszp racing, as well as racing run by the 
Victorian 420 Association. 
In May, I took part in the Australian Champion-
ship which consisted of three rounds: first the 
Club Championship, then the State Champion-
ship, and finally the National Championship. I  
was feeling confident going into the Nationals, 
having placed first in the State, but due to 
forgetting to charge my phone, my results were  
a little disappointing. However I still managed to 
qualify for the Trans-Tasman Championship which 
comprised the top six Australian vs the top six 
New Zealand players, and redeemed myself. The 
Australian team dominated throughout the regatta, 
and I managed to take out top spot overall, 
winning a generous $500 voucher from Zhik. 
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On-water sailing stopped at the end of March, 
due to the Corona virus pandemic. A mere two 
weeks later, Captain Karyn Gojnich had a six 
week webinar programme up and running for 
RSYS sailors.

North Sails Trim webinars 
by Margery Hertzberg
Karyn sure moves quickly both on and off the 
water! Using the webinar platform Zoom, sailors 
‘Zoomed in’ for a series of talks on Sail Trim by 
Andrew Parkes and Alby Pratt from North Sails. 
These one hour webinars were timetabled 
conveniently during lunch time, so that those 
working might attend. Karyn set up the Zoom 
event links and acted as online host; the 
technology worked seamlessly.    
Andrew began the sessions explaining that all 
webinars would cater for the range of sailing 
experience in attendance and reminded us that 
‘You always re-learn something when you go 
sailing.’ The RSYS audience is always varied  
and ranges from Olympic champions to novices. 
The presenters prepared their content taking  
into consideration this broad audience and  
deftly deployed models, videos and simulators  
to explain the myriad of topics covered. 

Week by week, Andrew and Alby covered the 
optimal ways to trim a jib, mainsail, spinnaker  
and preparing your boat. 
I’ve attended numerous theory talks pre-COVID 
at our Club and enjoy the camaraderie of such 
events – I’m looking forward to their return! All  
the webinars were recorded so we now have the 
additional benefit of re-watching these videos  
and further refining our learning at our own pace. 

Zooming into the 
theory of sailing

I’ve found the videos a very useful learning tool, 
as one is able to stop and rewind when Andrew 
or Alby are explaining an unfamiliar concept.

Captain Karyn Gojnich adds:
Andrew Parkes and Alby Pratt from North Sails 
who ran the ‘North Sails Discuss Trim’ Webinars 
conducted the series at no cost to our Club. 
Each session would have taken considerable time 
to plan, prepare slides and simulate examples. 
The knowledge shared by them was phenomenal 
and feedback from Members was terrific: 
Many thanks to RSYS for the series; it was very 
helpful and informative. The format, content and 
timing were extremely valuable, even for someone 
who’s been sailing for a long time. –Terry Daly. 
Thanks for organising the webinars with Norths.  
It just goes to show that you do learn something 
every day, no matter how many times you have 
been around the buoys. Please pass on our 
thanks for an excellent initiative. – Russell Debney.
 I have thoroughly enjoyed this series and found it 
very interesting and informative. Alby and Andrew 
often discussed various aspects with which I  
was familiar but gave the background reasons 
explaining why and when it was appropriate. 
There was a great deal of information and 
explanation and the simulation was very useful  
in demonstrating the particular manoeuvre. 
Please extend my appreciative congratulations  
to Alby and Andrew. Thank you for organising  
and arranging this series.– John Saalfeld.

Rules Corner by Stephen Ellis
Tuesdays during the lockdown months of May 
and June were taken up by a series of very useful 
and informative webinars on racing rules hosted 
by RSYS Captain Karyn Gojnich and presented 
by fellow Member and international sailing judge 
Howard Elliott. There were six sessions covering 
rules as they applied to starting, marks and 
obstructions, upwind leg and downwind leg, with 
the final session dealing with protests and how 
best to prepare for them.
Each session was lasted approximately 60 
minutes and dealt with a number of the most 
common scenarios in each rule group. Howard 
used a computer graphic animation software 
called Sail Replay to illustrate the scenarios  



Via online theory sessions, we watched videos 
and asked questions in real time. I found the 
online theory sessions to be a great success  
and truly believe I benefited tremendously. Not 
only did the sessions keep us all interested and 
connected but they allowed us to keep building 
our skills. The programme itself was easy to use  
and took no time at all to set up. We were lucky 
to have the online sessions throughout the entire 
lockdown period, and week by week, there were 
more and more people participating. 
My two favourite sessions were with the super-
star sailors Nev Wittey, Karyn Gojnich and  
Mike Fletcher. In Nev’s session we learnt the 
importance of boat setup and maintenance. 
During Mike’s, we watched the 2012 Olympic 
Games and talked about how Australia sailed 
compared with the world’s best. These two 
sessions stood out because we had some of  
the world’s best sailors sharing their experience 
and passion and we were given the opportunity 
to ask questions. 
After weeks of interesting online learning, we 
were fortunate enough to be able to return to 
sailing at the Squadron. I was able to transfer  
the skills I had learned online into club races  
and training and am forever grateful to everyone 
involved. Although nothing really compares to 
being on the water! Stay Safe Everyone!  
All RSYS webinars were recorded and may be 
viewed on our website at  
www.rsys.com.au/news/videos.
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which had the effect of bringing the text of the 
rules to life in a very simple yet informative way.
I derived the greatest benefit from witnessing how 
the rules change when a boat transitions from 
one tack or manoeuvre to another, and I learned 
what a boat has to be aware of in order to avoid 
infringing the rules. The last session on protests 
was particularly useful and informative. One does 
not simply fill in a protest form, cross fingers and 
go to a protest meeting. The more work you  
put into the preparation of your case, using all  
the tools that are available to you, such as the 
case studies book, the better your chance of a 
favourable outcome.
In closing the protest session, Karyn commented 
that sailors should not shy away from protests, 
and they are just as important to our sport as 
knowledge of local current and wind shifts are  
to our performance on the race course. Protests 
are a way of furthering our knowledge of the  
rules and how they are applied.
I found all the sessions to be very informative for 
both the novice sailor and experienced warriors 
like myself. The graphics made the rules come to 
life and greatly enhanced the learning/relearning 
experience. 

Theory Thursdays by Ashton Scott
During the COVID-19 lockdown all RSYS Youth 
Members were fortunate enough to have access 
to virtual races. We were able to transfer our 
friendly rivalry online and race each other on the 
virtual platform known as Virtual Regatta. Not  
only were we able to conduct virtual races but 
were fortunate to have some of the world’s best 
sailors address us and discuss a range of topics 
including boat setup, trimming and maintenance.  
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Winter Series

This popular winter series is a collaboration 
between the Squadron, Royal Prince Edward 
Yacht Club, Sydney Amateurs Sailing Club and 
the Royal Australian Navy Sailing Association,  
and attracted 103 boats in the nine race series, 
across five divisions. 
The fleet comprised five divisions: Div 1 and  
Div 2 Spinnaker (although no spinnakers were 
permitted to be flown in the first race due to 
COVID-19 regulations), Div 1 and Div 2 Non-
spinnaker, and Classics. Rob Ridley was the 
Race Officer for the four races hosted by RSYS. 
As ever, we are indebted to our cadre of Member 
Volunteers who dedicate their time to the smooth 
running of our races. This season we thank: Ian 
Kingsford Smith, David Ross, Julie Clark, Susan 
Wade, Kylie Wilson and Judy Waring.
The opening race was held on 13 June. David 
Ross from Alouette commented, “Clearly the 
pent-up demand to get out on the water after 
weeks of COVID-19 enforced isolation was on 
show, with a huge fleet of 74 yachts milling 
around the start line raring to go. Unfortunately 
the weather gods, while producing a warm  
and sunny day, failed to realise that wind is an 
essential requirement for a racing yacht and,  
as is typical for winter racing, caused the race 
starts to be delayed by one hour.
“Once the light north-easterly breeze materialised, 
Rob Ridley and the Race Management Team 
were able to set a start line and get all five 
divisions away. The race was shortened at the 
second mark and all yachts bar one crossed the 
finish line with some close racing on display.”

Tony Coleman of Euphoria was delighted to win 
Spinnaker Division 1, “About Time, Euphoria and 
Forty filled the first three places on the water, with 
Euphoria winning on corrected time after making 
the most of a good start in clear air at the pin end 
of the line.”
Stuart McLean of Solveig II won Non-spinnaker 
Division 1. “A great boat-end start put the crew 
under pressure to keep us near the lead. They  
did a fantastic job of optimising our sail trim, the 
North Sails webinar tutorials in recent weeks 
helped to give us an ideal windward leg to BB.”
Races 2-5 progressed smoothly. Race 6 was 
abandoned due to lack of wind. 
Julian Farren-Price of About Time enjoyed being 
back on the water having done little racing since 
February, “It was so nice to get out with the  
crew for a run, especially on such a calm and 
uncrowded harbour.” Commenting on Race 7 on 
25 July, he said, “The forecast was for light winds, 
30% chance of rain and possible thunderstorms. 
I took that as 70% chance of no rain so out we 
went for some fun! 
“On a rare occasion it can pay to be the fastest 
boat in the fleet. Mostly wind builds as the  
day goes on and the faster boats watch the  
back markers storm home. Saturday was the 
exception. About Time managed to get the last  
of the breeze with a spinnaker run from Shark 
Island to the finish off Clark Island and watched 
the rest of the fleet becalmed in Rose Bay. Such 
a shame... We managed a handicap win by 13 
minutes from Hell Razer with Euphoria 3rd.” 
For Race 8 the fleet enjoyed a beautiful, sunny 
day with a developing breeze enabling Rob Ridley 
and the RO team to get the fleets away on time  
(a rare event in the series to date). 
David Seaton of Takana writes, “Being one of the 
smallest boats in Division 1, clear air and staying 
in the pressure is paramount, so we decided to 
start towards the pin away from the crowd of big 

Photo John Jeremy



boats starting towards the committee boat end.
This strategy paid, as soon after the start, most of 
the bigger boats which were now closer towards 
Bradley’s obligingly ‘parked up’ while we were 
further towards the middle of the course and held 
nice pressure all the way to the mark (…excellent!) 
Our five minutes of fame were short-lived how- 
ever and we spent the first part of the second leg 
being mercilessly rolled by the big boats which 
were out of the parking lot and sailing again. One 
of the only few advantages that I can see of being 
a small boat racing big boats is that the big boats 
go past so fast that you are back sailing in clear 
air pretty quickly.
Stephen Ellis, skipper of Agent 88, described the 
final race as having ‘all the hallmarks of previous 
races: sun, rain, wind and the parking lot… 
spreading its oily sheen over the harbour.’ Never- 
theless, Agent 88 progressed ‘at the remarkable 
boat speed of 1.2kts; it was a case of cracking 
sheets for an easy fetch into LM1 where Rob 
Ridley the RO had the good sense to shorten the 
course. The series, went to Can Can who mounted 
a remarkably consistent winter campaign having 
to drop a 4th place as one of their worst results. 
Congratulations to them and to the clubs, race 
officers and competitors who made this an 
extremely pleasant and enjoyable series.’
Results
Div 1 Spinnaker
1 Euphoria – Anthony Coleman RSYS
2 Forty – Michael OBrien RSYS
3 Hell Razer – Ian MacDiarmid RSYS
Div 2 Spinnaker 
1 Can Can – Roman Tarnawsky RSYS
2 Zeus II – James Dunstan RSYS
3 Zin Zin – Stephen Mc Gowan SASC
Div 1 Non-spinnaker
1 Solveig II – David/Stuart McLean RSYS
2 Vivace – Anthony Shannon RSYS
3 Takana – David Seaton RSYS
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Div 2 Non-spinnaker
1 Out of the Blue – J van Ogtrop,  
 S Grenville, K Meyboom RSYS
2 Sahara – Jeff Muscat RPEYC
3 A-BUS – Andrew Goldfinch RPEYC
Classics
1 Tom Thumb III – Peter Crane RSYS 
2 Hoana – Martin Vanderwal SASC 
3 Tamaris – Greg Sproule SASC

Left: Photo Isabel 
Wartho, taken from 
Ciara
Below left: Euphoria 
and Can Can. Photos 
Karyn Gojnich
Out of the Blue. 
Photo Isabel Wartho.
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Book Club report by Judy Dunstan
With apologies to Jane Austen, ‘It is a truth 
universally acknowledged, that a single book in 
possession of a good story, must be in want of  
a reader.’ And so it was that, undeterred by the 
recent requirement for self-isolation due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the Book Club continued 
its lively monthly meetings online, via the 
Squadron’s Zoom account.
Each month more than a dozen or so keen 
readers registered for the meetings and invited 
the world into their homes – surely one of the 
more entertaining aspects of Zoom meetings! 
Ably chaired by our new Chairwoman Jill Henry, 
we discussed the relative merits of each month’s 
books. It was wonderful to be able to keep in 
touch.
Now well into our fifth year, the Squadron’s Book 
Club meets monthly. Our choices of books are 
eclectic, drawn from Members’ suggestions and 
also what has caught our committee’s attention 
from book reviews, journal articles, library lists 
and so on. Looking back, we have had some 
fabulous reads and, thanks to our many wise 
heads, some energetic discussions. Recent 
books include: Dark Emu, The Dutch House,  
84 Charing Cross Road, The Museum of Modern 
Love and A Fortunate Life.
We have recently held our first meeting in the 
Clubhouse following the Club’s re-opening. It was 
wonderful to come together again! We welcome 
new readers. Our meeting starts over a coffee at 
11.30am on the fourth Tuesday of each month 
and usually ends with lunch in the Careening 
Cove. Registrations to attend can be made via 
the Squadron website. 
Thank you Sylwia for facilitating our use of Zoom.

Club Life

Top: Sergio and 
Reuben in the 
boatshed
Top right: Book Club 
on Zoom 
Above: Chef 
preparing Fish Pies
Right: Annabel in the 
boatshed office
Top page 21: Playing 
online Bridge
Far right page 21: 
Bouillabaisse night.



Bridge Report by Elsbeth Hodgkinson
The Corona virus pandemic caused the club-
house to close from mid-March. As much as  
we miss the social interaction and also those 
yummy luncheons on Thursdays, bridge at  
the Squadron is vibrant and as well-patronised  
as ever. We started with Committee Member 
Caroline Roubicek as our teacher and gradually 
introduced more and more Members to the 
international platform Bridge Base Online (BBO). 
We now have about 100 RSYS bridge players 
playing social bridge during the week whenever 
they get a foursome together. If someone would 
like to join a table, or a group is in need of one  
or two extras, Caroline has set up a WhatsApp 
group to enable players to get in touch with  
each other, and thus no one is without a partner  
for long.
John Roberts from Bridge Away, with the help of 
Libby Birdsall who is normally our Monday and 
Thursday Duplicate bridge director, is running 
Duplicate bridge on BBO most days. Thursday 
morning is a dedicated session for Squadron 
Members and friends. The number of participants 
is growing weekly. Anyone who needs some help 
to get started, please contact one of the Bridge 
Committee.
I look forward to seeing you at the virtual  
bridge table and hopefully back at our beautiful 
clubhouse in the near future.

Bouillabaisse Night by Sharron Kennedy 
We all felt a bit special slipping into the south of 
France without a passport. The ever-chic Pierre 
served us Chef’s Bouillabaisse: the freshest 
seafood bathed in a piping hot broth and crusty 
bread, and we enjoyed a very pleasant evening. 
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METROPOLITAN 
Harrington, Timothy J M Farrell M Boyle
Steer, Benjamin G R Drury P S Hunt
Tyrrell, Katy J D Maclurcan A G Gooch
Thomas, Stephen P Edmonds J B Currie

COUNTRY
Bowen, Craig B D Gould R J Simkin
Carruthers, Annette H Elliott J Conroy

ABSENTEE
Sexton, Edward S J Watts C J R Terry

INTERMEDIATE
Wall, Louise J M Farrell L Dow
Stenta, Mathew R J Allanson I G Murray AM

AFFILIATE
Thomas, Margaret P Edmonds J B Currie

YOUTH
Shanahan, Nicholas S Hunt R McLachlan

New Members

The Flag Officers and Committee would like to welcome those listed below  
to membership of the Squadron

New Member Proposer Seconder

The Flag Officers, 
Committee and 
Members extend their 
sympathies to the 
families of those recently 
deceased Members 
listed below: 
Anstey, Charles John; 
Deaker, John Arthur; 
Hall, Donald Norman; 
McAndrew, Ian 
Alexander;  
Robertson AO DSC  
RAN RTD, Andrew John; 
Taylor, John Robson; 
Threlfall, Jonathan.



Clubhouse 
Due to Government regulations during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, Clubhouse access is 
restricted to diners with bookings.
Please note this information is current at the time 
of going to press and may change. For the latest 
updates on the Clubhouse operations, please 
visit our website www.rsys.com.au/COVID-19.

Reception
The House Reception is manned Monday to 
Friday from 8am to 5pm and on weekends from 
8am until 4pm.
For urgent business outside of these hours 
please ask to speak to the Manager on duty.

Home Dining
We are pleased to offer Members a range of 
Home Dining options, freshly cooked by our 
Chefs, for Take-away or Home Delivery. Your 
purchase will be charged to your House Account.
Our current menu includes: 
Three Course Dinner Party, Friday & Saturday 
Cooked Roasts, Tuesday to Sunday 
Fresh Family Meals, Tuesday to Sunday 
Frozen Meals, all week.
The menu is subject to change, and take-away 
and delivery arrangements vary. Please refer to 
the menu mailed out with your Statement and 
included in the OnBoard e-newsletter, or visit our 
website www.rsys.com.au.
Fort Denison Cellar
The Cellar is open and Members are welcome to 
enter and purchase wine. Please assist our staff 
to comply with social distancing rules by making 
an appointment in advance, call Jamie or Kim on 
02 9017 0121.
Wine lists have been posted to Members with 
their statements and may be viewed online at 
www.rsys.com.au/clubhouse/cellar (login to 
Members Area) and  
www.rsys.com.au/home-dining.

Waterfront
Our Waterfront is open for all boat repairs and 
maintenance. Our staff are on hand for anti-foul 
jobs, shipwright, electrical and mechanical work. 
Call Louise on 02 9017 0161 to make a booking.
The tender service is running and fuel is available 
Monday-Friday 8am-4pm and weekends 
8am-5pm. Please note restrictions and 
conditions apply to use of the Pond and tender 
service. Please see our website for details.

Accommodation
House Rooms
We offer five fully furnished en suite rooms. 
These have been refurbished recently.
Waterfront Apartments
Our five fully furnished, serviced apartments  
are available for booking. They have Harbour 
frontage and are only minutes’ walking distance 
to Sydney rail and ferries. Disabled access to  
the apartments is not available.
All apartments are decorated with nautical 
memorabilia and international yacht club 
burgees. 
Deposits:  
A non-refundable deposit of $100 (or one  
night’s room rate whichever is the lesser) per 
room, per stay, is necessary at the time of 
booking (this deposit may be transferable to 
another date provided written notice is given  
14 days in advance and approved by the 
Secretary). A full list of rooms and rates is 
available from the Members section of the 
website www.rsys.com.au.

Note:  
To keep up with events at The Club please  
check with the OnBoard and Squadron website 
as events may change daily due to COVID-19 
restrictions.
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View from the Squadron at sunrise. Photography David Clare.


